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OPTICALLY DETECTED ELECTRON SPIN LOCJ~ING 

AND ROTARY ECHO TRAINS IN HOLECULAR EXCITED STATES 

by 

C. B. Harris*, R. L. Schlupp and H. Schuch 

Department of Chemistry 
University of California, Berkeley 

and 
Inorganic Materials Research Division, 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
Berkeley, California 94720 

Abstract 

LBL-1475 

Electron spin locking, rotary echoes and rotary echo trains have been 

detected for molecules in their excited triplet states by monitoring the 

microwave-induced modulation of the phosphorescence. It has been found that 
of the 

T 1 p in these excited states is on the order of the lifetime,¥tate and that 

extremely long T2 p times (600 llSec.) can be achieved by partially decoupling 

the electrons in the excited state from the surrounding nuclei. 

The techniques are capable of measuring as few as 10~ excited state 

spins in the sample. The preliminary results of these studies suggests 

that the techniques should be applicable to such problems as the optical 

detection of non-radiative nuclear and electron spins, acoustic phenomena 

in molecular solids, energy transfer, spin-exchange and a wide variety of 

additional processes that are coupled even weakly to the electron spins of 

the excited triplet state ensemble. 
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It j s Hell known tl1at special optical pumping techniques can be 

applied in magnetic resonance to provide a detecti.on sensitivity for as 

few as 104 spins depending upon the details of the radiative processes 

being monitored. Although optical detection of spin resonance in excited 

_states has developed as a direct outgrowth of the original experiments of 

Brossel and Bitter1 and Kastler, 2 the syste.ms that one has been able to 

investigate have been limited, for the most part, to excited states that 

exhib:tt fluorescence as in gaseous atomic statcs3 or phosphorescence as 

is found, for example, in the spin forbidden transition::; associated with. 

. 4 . d . 1 5 1ons or exc1te tr1p ct states. vlhat would be particularly useful l-70uld 

be a technique utilizing the fluorescence or phosphorescence from these 

excited states to optically detect indirectly other spins in nonradiative 

excited states or in ground states or even to optically detect other 

4 6 phenomena associated \·lith solids such as their acoustic properties, ' energy 

transfer properties, electron and nuclear spin diffusion. 

In developing such techniques, one can take advantage of the spin 

distributions in many of these spin systems. This is particularly true 

for triplet states in zero field vlhere optical excitation into the singlet 

manifold follmved by selective intersystem crossing into the individual 

zero field triplet spin sublevels results in a highly spin aligned ensemble. 7 

A prerequisite for utilizing changes in the spin alignment of the excited 

states to optically detect other radiative or nonradiative processes, is 

that the effective T2 associated with the ens~nble of excited triplet state 
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spins be long compared to the time required to connect the electron spins 

to another spin reservoir or.long compared to the correlation time of other 
.. , 

phenomena that can affect T2 • Unfortunately in the laboratory frame, T2 

in excited triplet states is only on the order of microseconds. We wish 

to sho't-1 two approaches that can circumvent this difficulty. Both approaches 

have the effect of making T2 long by the application of an rf field and 

E:..~.E.!.!:~llize on the inherent sensitivity associated with optically detected 

ma&netic resonance. Initially, "'e will demonstrate the first optically detected 

. 8 
spin locking in molecular e.xcited states. 1'his has the effect in the · 

rotating fr.flme of making T2 r:: T1 p, which for. triplet states at low temper

atures, we will show, is on the order of the lifetime of the excited state. 

Secondly, we will demonstrate the first optically detected electron s~_in rotary 

9 echoes and echo trains in molecular excited states in which T2 has been made 

long by substantially removing nuclear spin contributions to T2 via hyperfine 

interactions and nuclear sp.~n d.iffusion. This is accomplished by the 

application of a microwave field of sufficient strength to insure that the 

resonant frequency in the rotating frame, y J:( 1 , is large compared to 

electron···nuclear coupling and by minimizing diffusional contributions to 

T2 by observing echo trains where the time between echoes (2T) is made 

short. Both of these techniques have the capability of detecting as few 

as 10~ spins in the sample depending upon the details of the radiative 

processes being monitored. Finally, we will indicate 

how these precursory experiments can serve as a basis for a general technique 
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of optically detecting other features associated with solids that can be 

coupled to the opins hy measuring either the change of electron spin 

polar:l.zation in the rotating frame or the effect on the electron T
2 

in 

the rotating frame. 

OpU.cally detected magnetic resonance in phosphorescent triplet 

states in zero field can be viewed10 as a zceman spin system in its rota-

ting frame where "magnetization" along z in the interaction representation 

iG related to spin al i.gmncnt in the laboratory frame wci.ghted by the 

relative radiative rate conste~.nts for phosphorescence from the t\W indi-

vidual spin sublevels being coupled by a time dependent rf field. Usually 

in optical detection only the z component of the "magnetization" in the 

rotating frame, Mz' is observable via a rf induced modulation of the 

h h 
. . 10 p osp or esc cnce J.ntematy. To surpass this limitation and observe phasing 

or dephasing phenomena optically, such as electron spin echoes11 ·which 

·occur in the x,y-plane, an n:dditional TT/2 pulse is applied at various times 

at the end of a normal pulse experiment in order to restore population to 

12 the z-axis and observe the resulting change in phosphorescence intensity. 

It is expected therefore that if the unpaired electrons in excited phos-

phorescent triplet state can be spin locked, that the spin locking and loss 

of spin alignment in the rotating frame can be optically detected in the 

following \ilay. A TT/2 microwave pulse applied along x at the frequency of 

one of the zero field transitions tilts the "magnetization" into the x,y-plane. 

Immediately after, the Jl 1 field is phased shifted 90° locking the spins 

along y and preventing the free induction decay. With the "magnetization" 
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parallel to the~1 field the decay of the spin alignment to an equilibrium 

value occurs with the characteristic time T1 p whose value depends in detail 

upon the iuteract:l.on of the electron spins with other spins in addition to 

th~ir jnterar:U.on \vith the phonons. The decaying spin alignment locked 

in the rotating frame can be meas~red by switching off the spin locking 

field and immediately applying another n/2 pulse with the same .rf phase 

as the initial pulse. This places the magnetization along -z and results 

in a new value of the spin sublevel populations and hence a different value 

for the phosphorescence intensity. If no decay of spin alignment has 

occurred durili.g spin locking, the new· value of phosphorescence would corre-

spond to a light level where the spin sublevel populations have been 

inverted. If all the spin alignment has been lost during spin locklng 

the final 71/2 pulse causes no additional change in the phosphorescence 

lntensity as the spin sublevel population appears saturated as they do 

while in the x,y-plane. To prove that the excited state electron spin 

ensemble has been spin locked, the free induction decay has been monitored 

after a spin locking timeT long compared to T2 • This is illustrated in 

3 13 Figure 1 for the nn* state of d 2-tetrachlorobenzene where the spin 

locking field has been removed at T = 15 lJSec. Following this the free 

induction decay was monitored point by point by measuring the fraction of 

population restored to -z by a n/2 pulse applied at various intervals t'. 

The relationship of the radiative decay channels to the level of 

14 phosphorescence intensity and the state of spin alignment in the 
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rotating frame can be easily seen. After the application of the initial 

1T/2 pulse connecting the T and T spin sublevels, the light level goes 
X y 

from Hs initial steady state value to a light level corresponding to 

the saturation of the spin sublevel populations. If the exciting source 

is removed at the onset of the sequence the presence of a strong 

resonant J:{ 1 field will cause the phosphorescence intensity, ISL (t), during spin 

locking to decay with a time constant characteristic of the radiative 

and racl.iationlc[-JG decay channels of both spin sublevels. 

I 51 (t) "'[(N + N /2] exp(-(k + k )/2t) 
, X y X y 

(1) 

Nx and NY are the initial spin sublevel populations while kx and ky are 

the total depletive rates for the T and T spin sublevels respectively. 
X y 

For the present case, the 3
1m* of d 2-tetrachlorobenzene, it has been 

shown13 , 15 that emission to the electronic origin occurs principally 

ISL(t) - [(N + N )/2] exp(-(k /2)t) 
X y y 

(2) 

During spin locking the magnetization along x can decay to zero with a 

characteristic time T1p which is related to the radiative and radiationless 

decay channels in addition to the spin lattice relaxation rate in the 

rotating frame. Defining the latter as an ~1 dependent quantity, k1 p(~ 1 ), 

we note that: 
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(3) 

~-or 'd>
2
-tetrachlorohPnzene. The decay of the spin alignment during spin 

locking is simply given by the loss of }-~ in the interaction representation, 

i. c., 

M (t) .., [(N + N )/2] exp(-t/T 1 p) 
X X · y , 

(4) 

Hence T
1

p can be measured by restoring Mx to Mz at the end of spin 

locking by the application of additional TT/2 pulse. This causes a change, , 

AI (Cf Figure 2), in the phosphorescence intensity which corresponds to 

the amount of population carried to the -z axis in the rotating frame. 

It is expected therefore that a plot of AI versus the spin locking time T 

yields T1 p. After this final rr/2 pulse the phosphorescence intensity will 

decay with a time constant characteristic of the individual levels which 

for tetrachlorobenzene is restricted to T • This is illustrated in Figure 2 y 

for the 3rrrr* state of d
2
-tetrachlorobenzene in a d14 -durene host in which 

phosphorescence to the electronic origin was monitored. All other experi

mental details are similar to those reported earlier.16 An important 

feature of the data is that T1 p (42 ms) is long being only slightly less 

than the average (63 ms) of the T and T spin sublevel lifetimes. 13 This 
X y 

is because the phonon contributions to relaxation in the rotating frame at 

these temperatures (2°K) are small relative to the decay rates, i.e., 

(5) 
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Additionally, we found that the spin locking field, Y ~ 1 , could be varied 

over a considerable range Hithout appreciably decreasing T
1

p. Thus, the 

c~;sential prerequi~;j_tcs, a long T lp and a variable y J4 1 ) for transferring 

tlw spin alignment in the excited triplet state to or from other spin 

reservoirs (electrons or nuclei) in the rotating frame arc satisfied. 

Consequently, optically detected double resonance experiments analogous 

to the experiments originally developed by Hartmann and Hahn
17 

for the 

detection of rare spins in solids are possible. 

It should noiv be possible, for example, to optically detect NMR and 

nonradiative excited states in solids or for that matter virtually any 

process that contributes to a loss of spin polarization or spin alignment 

in the rotating frame. In addition to the detection of other spins via 

optically detected double resonance, direct polarhation or alignment of 

other spfns (electrons or nuclei) in the rotating fratne to a spin temperature 

approaching that of the triplet state ensemble, becomes feasible. The 

triplet spin temperature can be extremely low, approaching, in some cases, 

an equivalent proton spin temperature of -0.001°K. 
18

This is because of 

the high selectivity of intersystem crossing into the individual spin sub-

level of the triplet state. 

A second approach to multiple resonance experiments, designed to 

investigate phenomena associated with or coupled to 

phosphorescent triplet states, is to observe via optical detection the 

contributions various processes have in dephasing the triplet spin 
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ensemble. In order to observe phenomena correlated to the electron spins 

for times longer than a few microseconds, it is necessary first to remove 

the contribution to the electron T2 from nuclear spin flips in the bulk 

solid adjacent to the excited triplet states since these limit T2 to a time 

corresponding to nuclear spin diffusion. For fluctuating local fields due 

to protons the cJ C'etrons dcphase in a time on the order of a fe\<T microseconds. 

Secondly, it is desirable to have a method which is capable of experimentally 

investj_gat:ing a r:pcctrum of correlation times. Both of these requirements 

9 are sat i.sf l<.~d by the .2_p_t :i.ca.~ _det e'~t j_on of rotary echo t ra i.ns where echo 

decay is measured as a function of the time be.twceo echoes (2T) in the 
is made 

presence of an ~1 1 field. The field ~ufficiently large to ensure that the 

frequency of the electron spins at resonance, y ~ 1 , is much larger than the 

coupling of the electron spins to the surrounding spins. The net result 

is to substantially decouple the nuclei of the bulk media and provide the 

electron spins a "correlation time," 2-r, which is continuously variable 

and yet capable of sensing other contributions to T
2 

from phenomena such 

as energy transfer, electron spin exchange, and spin-phonon interactions. 

Each of these can have, in principle, different correlation times and hence 

different contributions to the echo decay at any given 2T. 

Figure 3 shows a typical pulse train for T = 1 microsecond and the 

resulting optically detected rotary echo train in the phosphorescence from 

the 3nn* state of the tetrachlorobenzene Y-trap19 at 1.75°K. Phosphorescence 

to the electronic origin of the Y-trap was used to monitor the rotary 

. ·• 
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echoes associated with the zero field n ... IEI transition at 3608.6 ± 1 MHz. 

0 h . 1 d "1 imil h d 1 · 16 A t er cxpcr~menta eta~ s arc s ar to t osc reporte ear 1er. 

mi.crov:we ~ 1 fjelcl of 1..8 f,:ltlllS is ~ontinuously ;tpplied throuehout the 

trnin; hmvcvcr, Jt is phanc shifted hy 180° at times 'T, 31', St •.• leading 

to the resultant fotmation of echoes at times 2T, 4T, 6T ••• During the 

first T period the magnetization dephascs as it precesses about X
1 

giving 

i i 11 d d . 2 O F 11 . h 1 r se to opt ca y etecte rotary precess1on. o ow1ng t e app ication 

of the 180° phase shift at T, the precession reverses, and the sample and 

J{
1 

field inhomogeneities rcphase culminating in the formation of the echo 

at.: <1 time 2T. An advantage of rotary echoes partic.ularly suited to optical 

detection is the fact that the echoes form along z in the rotating frame, 

and thus their amplitudes are directly related to the zero field spin 

sublcwcl popul<-.~tjon::; of the tri.plet st:atl~ in thl~ J.al>o1.·ntory frame and hencE! 

10 to the phosphorescence intensity. In the echo train, the amplitudes 

decay exponentially in the rotating frame, p, with a decay constant T
2

p 

which can be a sensitive function of T. In our measurements in 

the above excited state, T2 p was found to be -600 ~seconds for a T = 1 

~second. T found for this compound from a plot of the optically detected 
2 

Hahn echoes vs. 2T in the laboratory frame was only 8 }.lsec, a value attributable 

to nuclear spin diffusion • In addition, T2 p was found to vary signi-

ficantly with T, presumably because of spin exchange and energy migration 

21 
between traps in these crystals. 

The results of these preliminary experiments suggest that other 
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phenomena associated with the dephasing of the triplet spins can be 

studied. For example, it might be possible to optically detect the static 

and dynamic properties of spin-phonon interactions in these crystals by 

monitoring the change induced in T2 p by the applicatlon of an acoustic 

pulse. In a similar ,,,ay, the dynamics of triplet energy migration and 

spin exchange could be investigated directly by the application of a 

pulsed magnetic field gradient and the .observation of its effect on T2 p. 

These and other applications of the above techniques are presently under 

investigation. 

'l'hi£; vlOrk 'd<" '> supported Jn part by a grant from the National Science 

l''oundation and in part by the Inorganic 11aterials l~esearch Division of 

the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic 

Energy Commission. 
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Figure Captions 

Optically detected free induction decay after a spin locking 

time T = 15 lJsec. Phosphorescence to the electronic origin 

from the 3nn* state of d -tetrachlorobenzene doped 1% (m/m) 
2 

in d 
111

-durene was monitored at 2°K. The TI/2 pulses and the 

spin-locking field were applied at the D-IEI zero field transi-

tion frequency (36M•. 6 Mllz). -

Optically detected spin lattice relaxation in the rotating 

frame in the 3nn* state of d 2 -tetrachlorohenzene. Similar 

results were obtained for the excited state in h 2-tetrachlot:o-

benzene (Y-trap). 

Optically detected electron spin rotary echo train for the 

D-IEI zero field transition of the 3nn* state of h -tetrachloro-
2 

benzene (Y··trap) with T = 1 llsec. The microwave pulse sequence 

is shm·m at the bottom with the relative phase of each pulse 

shown in degrees. The nonlinearity of the echo train sweep 

was caused by the manner in which the echoes were recorded. 

The dotted lines indicate positions of phase shift. 
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